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Tennessee Department of Transportation 

Administration Bureau 
Position Opening 

 
The Tennessee Department of Transportation is accepting internal applications for a 

Transportation Coordinator I in the Office of Strategic Planning.  This is an Executive Service 

position located at our Headquarter Office in Nashville, Tennessee.   

 

Applications for this position require completion and submission of the following three items: 
 

1. Letter explaining applicant’s interest in the position 
 

2. Résumé (maximum of two pages) 

 
3. Written responses to three questions.  

 

The above items should be provided to TDOT HR at TDOT.HR@tn.gov with a subject line of 

“Strategic Planning Transportation Coordinator” by 4:30 p.m. Central Standard Time on 

Tuesday, August 21st, 2018. 

 

For additional information regarding the position, you may contact Julie Carmean via email at 

Julie.J.Carmean@tn.gov or via telephone at (615) 770-1773. 

 

For additional information regarding the application process, you may contact Shannon Olivo at 

Shannon.Olivo@tn.gov or via telephone at (615) 532-3788. 
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Transportation Coordinator 1  
Office of Strategic Planning  

Minimum Qualifications 

Graduation from an accredited college or university with a bachelor’s degree and 

experience equivalent to three (3) years of full-time increasingly responsible 

professional work experience is required. Graduate coursework in business 

administration, public administration, or other related acceptable field may be 

substituted for the required experience on a year-for-year basis to a maximum of two 

years. 

 

Preferred Qualifications   

A comprehensive understanding of TDOT Operations and Programs and five (5) years 

increasingly responsible professional work experience is preferred.   

 

Specific Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities 

A successful candidate will be able to demonstrate the following: 

• Strong Writing and Verbal Communication Skills  

• Research, Data Collection and Analysis Capabilities 

• Skilled with Microsoft Office applications (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access) 

• Creative and resourceful in accomplishing objectives  

• Adapts to change and works with others to implement change successfully  

• Demonstrates willingness to test new ideas and methods 

• Understands complex systems and the need for systemic thinking 

• Knowledge of administration and management of people, processes, and 

programs 
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• Intermediate knowledge of federal, state, and local laws and regulations related 

to transportation programs and funding 

• Intermediate skill in the application of algebra, geometry, graphing, and statistics 

• Comprehends, analyzes, and synthesizes information 

• Presents data in a meaningful and visually appealing manner 

 

Position Description 
The Transportation Coordinator position is responsible for organizational planning and 

consultative work of average difficulties. Key functions include: (1) assisting with 

organizational performance measurement functions including review and evaluation of 

current measures, analysis of data and trends, and coordination with staff on data 

collection and reporting processes; (2) assisting in the strategy development process 

that results in  identification of key strategic agency goals and initiatives; (3) providing 

assistance and tools to help evaluate and assess current programs, services and 

processes to foster organizational and operational improvements. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
• Tracks performance progress on departmental goals and strategic initiatives   

• Works with agency data collectors and data owners in review and documentation of  

current performance measures and in development and documentation of new 

measures 

• Keeps current on state and federal performance reporting requirements 

• Assists TDOT staff with internal processes and capabilities to meet reporting 

requirements 

• Assists with the development and implementation of strategic initiatives  
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• Works with agency data collectors in collection, quality assurance, data reliability 

and analysis of data  

• Prepares  status summaries on key performance metrics, including data analysis and 

identification of trends and issues  

• Uses a variety of methods to communicate results on strategic goals and key 

performance  indicators to both the public and TDOT employees 

• Conducts special studies and “state of the practice” reviews and prepares reports 

with findings and recommendations 

• Assists with organizational reviews with analysis of findings 

• Provides process improvement tools, guidance, and facilitation/review to support 

improving TDOT processes across the organization  

• Researches any or all of the following: plans, public records, policies, specifications, 

scientific methods, procedures, guidelines, rules, regulations, and/or laws related to 

transportation using physical and electronic sources to assist with problem solving 

and/or decision making 

• Identifies significant trends in transportation data, research, policies, and/or funding 

to assist decision making  

• Analyzes performance results, financial data, and reports to identify trends and 

assess impact on agency goals and departmental plans  

• Develops spreadsheets, presentations, forms, form letters, publications, memos, 

database queries, logs, web content and other systems as required to facilitate 

accurate data gathering, tracking, training, efficiency, and dissemination.  

• Reviews current departmental, state, and federal information sources to identify 

relevant changes in policies, procedures, rules, regulations, and best practices to 

provide context for strategic planning.  
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Other Job Duties 
Performs other job duties as assigned.  

 
Application Questions 
• Share an example of research you have conducted. Describe your process and how 

the information was used.  

 

• Describe a time when you actively gathered information to measure 

customer/stakeholder satisfaction. How did you gather the information? How did 

you use it to improve customer service? 

 
 

• Provide examples of skills or technical knowledge you have developed or enhanced 

over the past two years. How did you incorporate this into your job? What were the 

results?  
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